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Abstract 
Lien, M. and J.G. Ratcliffe, On the uniqueness of HNN decompositions of a group, Journal of 
Pure and Applied Algebra 75 (1991) 51-62. 
In this paper, we prove a uniqueness theorem for HNN decompositions of a group. As an 
application, we prove a splitting theorem for a Smanifold along a nonseparating annulus. 
The question of which groups are realizable as 3-manifold groups has led to the 
study of the uniqueness of amalgamated product decompositions of a group [2]. 
In this paper, we extend the results in [2], and prove a uniqueness theorem for 
HNN decompositions of a group. In [2], a splitting theorem for a 3-manifold 
along a separating annulus was proven. In this paper, we prove a splitting 
theorem for a 3-manifold along a nonseparating annulus. 
Let G = A *c I be an I-INN extension of a group A, with stable letter t and 
associated subgroups C and tCt_ ‘. This means that G has the presentation 
G = (A, t; tC/!-’ = 4(C)) , 
where 4 : C+ tCt_’ is the isomorphism defined by 4(c) = tct-‘. Notice that 
G = (A, t-l; I-'(tCt-')t = +-‘(tct-‘)) , 
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and so G = A *,c,-’ t-‘. In other words A *c t and A *tc,-~ t-’ represent the same 
HNN J~c~mposition of G. The symmetry between the associated subgroups C 
and tCK ’ of A in the HNN extension A *= t will be evident throughout the entire 
paper. For simplicity, we shall also write A ec instead of A Q. t at times. 
Definition. A subgroup C of a group G is said to be nonascending in G if 
gCg- ' c C implies gCg-’ = C for any g in G. 
Let A&(C) be the normalizer of C in G. If C and D are conjugate subgroups of 
G. let 
Lemma 1. Let G = -4 *c t. fhen C is nonascending in G if and only if 
( 1) C is nonascending in A; 
(2) tCt-’ is nonascending in A; 
(3) if either aCa-’ C tCt-’ or tCt_’ C aCa-‘, wizh a in A, then aCa-’ = tCt-‘. 
Moreover, if C is nonascending in G, then N,(C) is the set of all g in G of the 
reduced form g = a,,Pa, 8 l l tEna,, , where a, is in NA(tCt - ‘, C) or NA (C) according 
as E, = 1 or -1, and a, is in NA(tCtW’, C), N,(tCt-‘), N*(C) or N,(C, tCt-‘) 
according as (Ei, Ei+‘)= (I, I), (-1, l), (1, -1) or (-1, -1) for i = 1,. . . , n - 1, 
and a,, is in NA(C) or N,(C, tCt-‘) according as E,, = 1 or - 1. In particular, if 
c= tct-‘, then NJC) = Iv,(C) *& wherecs if C and tCt_’ are not conjugate 
in A, then N&C) is the set of all g in G of the reduced form g = 
-1 
a,+ aIt*. . t-la,,-,ta,,, where a, is in NJC), a, is in N,(tCt-‘), . . . ,a,_, is in 
NA(tCtm’), and a,, is in NA(C). 
Proof. If C is nonascending in G, then clearly C satisfies (l)-(3). Conversely, 
assume C satisfies (l)-(3). Let g be an element of G such that gCg-’ C C. Write 
g = aOPal - - - 
so gcg-’ = 
t’lla,, in reduced form with n 2 0. If n = 0, then g = a, is in A, and 
C, since C is nonascending in A. Hence we may assume n L: 1. Now 
for each c in C, the element gcg-’ is in C. Hence, for each c in C, the element 
a,,t”a, . . . *‘na@fy%. . . q’pa;’ 
is in C. Depending on whether E,, = 1 or - 1, w._ must have a,,Ca,i ’ C C or tCt_‘. 
Hence a,, Ca,; ’ = C or tCt - ’ acctirding ds E, -- I or - 1. Thus a,, is in NA (C) or 
NA( C, tct - ’ ) according as q, = 1 or - 1. Now suppose that ai,, l l - a,, Ca,; ’ - - l 
a;:’ = C or Ct-’ 
14,._‘,tl~+y=i+l = tct-’ 
according as Ei+’ = 1 or -:I. Then tFr+‘~i+’ l l . a,,Cai’ * l l 
a_’ = C or tCt-’ 
or C according as Ei+‘=l cr -1. Hence ai***a,,Ca,‘**. 
according as &i = 1 or 
NJtCt-‘), NJC), 
-1. Moreover, ai is in N,(tCt-‘, C), 
(1, -1) or (-1, - 
or NA(C, tCt-‘) according as (E,, &i+‘) = (1, l), (-1, l), 
tct-’ 
1). By induction, we have that a, l - - a,,Ca,y ’ - l l a ;’ = C or 
according as E’ = 1 or -1. Hence fF’al l .* a,Ca,Y’ l ..a;‘t-” = tCt-’ or C 
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according as 8, = 1 or -1. Hence gCg_’ = C and a,, is in N,(Kr-‘, C) or NJC) 
according as E, = 1 or - 1. Thus C is nonascending in G. Moreover, every element 
of N,(C) has the desired form, and clearly every eiement of the desired form is in 
We now consider the uniqueness of the stable letter in an HNN extension; that 
is, to what extent t in G = A *c t is determined by G, A, and C. 
Theorem 2. Let G = A *= t with C nonascending in G. Then G = A *c s if ami 
only ifs = at’6 with E = +: 1 and a in A and b in N,(C) or N,(C, tCt-’ ) according 
as E = 1 or - 1. Furthermore, SCS- ’ = tCt - ’ if and on/y if a is in N, ([cl- ’ ) or 
NA(C, tCt-‘) according as E = 1 or -1. 
Proof. Assume s = at’b as in the statement of the theorem. Then 
G = (A, t; tCt-’ = b(C)) 
= (A, t. s; s = at’b, tCt-’ = 4(C)) 
= (A, t, s; t = (a-‘sb-‘)‘, tCt-’ = 4(C)) 
= (A, s; (a-‘sb-‘)‘C(a-‘sb-‘)-’ = 4(C)) . 
If E = 1, we have 
G = (A, s; SCS-’ = a+(C)a-') . 
If & = -1, we have 
G = (A, s; bs-‘aCa%-’ = 4(C)) 
= (A, s; SC? = aCa-') . 
Therefore, G = A *,+. Furthermore, tCt_’ = sCs_’ if a is in N,(tCt-‘) or 
NA (C, tCt - ’ ) according as E = 1 or - 1. 
Conversely, suppose that G = A *c-s. Write s = a,tF’al l l . tF”a,, in reduced 
form. Then n 2 1, since s is not in A. Moreover, c y=, q is nonzero, since 
otherwise killing A would also kill s, and therefore G, which is impossible. 
Observe next that sCs_’ C A. Hence, for each c in C, the element 
aotF1al - - - tFna ca t -’ -F,_ 
I1 n 
. . a;‘t-‘la,y’ 
is in A. If E,, = 1, then a,,ca,.’ must be in C; otherwise, scs- ’ would have a 
reduced form of length 2n contrary to the fact that it is in A. Hence we have that 
tF”a,,Ca,‘t-‘” C tCt_’ . 
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If &,1 = - 1, then a,,ca,i ’ must be in tCt - ’ for all c in C. In this case 
t’“a,,Ca,‘t-‘n C C . 
Let s, = Pa, l - l tF~laII. Then, by induction, we deduce that s,Cs,’ C C or tCt_’ 
according as E’ = - 7 w 1. By Lemma 1, we have that C is nonascending in G, 
and so s’CS;’ = C or tU ’ according as E, = - 1 or 1. 
Now write t = &$% . l &b,,z in reduced form. Then m 2 1 and ~~~, Si is 
nonzero. We claim that after substituting s = aOtF1al l l l t’“a,, in t = bosG’bl - l - 
sstplb,n, we obtain a reduced form for t of length at least m. There are several cases 
to consider depending on the values of the exponents 6; and Si+ I of s. 
Assume first that (& t$+ 1) = (- 1,l). Then after the substitution for s, we have 
t =... f-F1a~‘biaOtF1 l - l . 
Assumlt that E, = 1. Then this expression can be reduced only if ai ‘bia” is in 
tct - ‘. 4s s,Cs~’ = tCt-‘, we have that 
n,tCt - ‘ai ’ = a,s,Cs,‘a,’ = SCS-*. 
Consequently, if ai’biao is in tCt_‘, then bi is in sCs_’ contrary to the fact that 
s-‘&s is reduced. 
Assume now that E, = - 1. Then this expression can be reduced only if a, ‘biao 
is in C. As s,Cs;’ = C, we have that 
a&a, ’ = a’,s,Cs;‘a;’ = sCs_’ . 
Consequently, if a,‘bia” is in C, then bi is in SCS-’ contrary to the fact that s-‘biS 
is reduced. Thus there is no reduction at b, when (Si, Sit,) = (-1,l). 
Assume next that (Si, Si+ 1 ) = (1, - 1). Then after the substitution kor S, we have 
t= . . . ~Fna,,bia,;‘t-Fn . . . . 
If E,, = 1, then this expression can be reduced only if a,,b,a,’ is in C. If 
s,cs;* = C, then s, is in &(C), and so a,, is in NJC) by Lemma 1. If 
s’CS;’ = tCt-‘, then t-‘s,, is in NC(C), and so a,, is in NA( C) by Lemma 1. 
Consequently, if lZ,,bia, ’ is in C, then 6, is in C contrary to the fact that SbiS-’ is 
reduced. 
If E 
-; 
= - 1, then this expression can be reduced only if a,,b,a,y ’ is in tCt_‘. If 
SICS , = C, then s, is in &(C), and so a,, is in A$,( C) by Lemma 1. If 
s,cs;’ = tct-‘, then a,, is in iV&, tCt- ‘) by Lemma 1, and so a,;’ is in 
Agtct- ‘, C). Consequently, if a,b,aa’ is in tCt_‘, then bj is in C contrary to the 
fact that s&s-’ is reduced. Thus there is no reduction at bi when (Si, 6i+, ) = 
(1, -1). 
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Assume next that (S’, S,, , ) = (1,l). Then we have 
t = . . . aotF’n, - - - tF”a,,b’a,,tFla, l - l tF”a,, 9 l - . 
Observe that less than half of the t’s will cancel out upon reduction, because 
c y=, q is nonzero. Likewise, we can draw the same conclusion when (6’. 6’+, ) = 
(- 1, - I). Therefore, we obtain a reduced form for t of length at least m. As the 
length of t is 1, we have that m = 1. Therefore, n = 1. Thus s = aotPla, . 
Since s, or t-k, is in NJC), we deduce, from Lemma 1, that a, is in N,(C) or 
NA (C, tCt- ’ ) according as E, = 1 or -1. Furthermore, if KS-’ = tCt-‘, then C’s 
is in NG( C) , and so a, is in NA (tCt - ’ ) or NA (C, tCt - ’ ) according as E, = 1 or 
-1. cl 
Definition. Let G be a group with subgroups C and H such that C is a subgroup of 
H. We say that H decomposes with respect to (G, C) if either 
(1) H = H’*c, with C’ # 1 and C’ C&g-’ for some g in G, or 
(2) H = H’*(-, H” with H’ # C’ # H” and C’ C &g-l for some c; in G. 
We say that H is indecomposable with respect to (G, C) if H does not 
decompose with respect to (G, C). 
The following lemma was proved in [2]: 
Lemma 3. Let C be a nontrivial subgroup of a group G, and suppose G = A Q 
(or G = A *= B with A # C # B). Let H be a finitely generated subgroup of G 
which contains gCg_’ for some g in G, and suppose H is indecomposable with 
respect to (G, gCg-‘). Then H is a subgroup of a conjugate of A (or B). 0 
Definition. Let C be a subgroup of a group H. We say that hi decomposes with 
respect to C if either 
(1) H = HI*=, with C’ # 1 and C’ C C, or 
(2) H = HI*=. H” with H’ # C’ # H’ and C’ C: C. 
We say that H is indecomposable with respect to C if H does not decompose 
with respect to C. 
Lemma 4. Let G = A Q t. Then ,4 is indecomposable with respect to (G, C) if and 
only if A is indecomposable with respect to C and tCt-‘. 
Proof. If A is indecomposable with respect to (G, C), then clearly A is indecom- 
posable with respect to C and tCt-‘. Conversely, suppose A is indecomposable 
with respect to C and tCt- ‘. On the contrary, suppose A decomposes with respect 
to (G, C). Then A = A’ *gc,g-l or A = A’ *Rc’,R-l A’, where g is in G and C’ is a 
subgroup of C. If g is in A, then we may write A = g-‘A’g +, or A = 
g-‘A’g *cc, g -‘A’g with C’ C C contrary to the fact that A is indecomposable with 
respect to C. Hence g has a reduced form g = a(;tF1a, l - - tFffa,, with n 2 1. Without 
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loss of generality we may assume that a, = 1, since by conjugating A by a,,, we get 
another decomposition of A with a, = 1. Now for each c in C’, the element gcg-’ 
is in A. Hence for each c in C’, the element 
is in A. If E,, = 1, then a,,ca,i’ must be in C; otherwise, gcg - ’ would have a 
reduced form of length 2n contrary to the fact that it is an element of A. Thus, we 
have that 
tE~a,,C’a,~‘t-‘~ C tCt_’ . 
If 5, = - i, then a,,ca,i’ must be in tCt - ’ for all c E C’. In this case, 
tP”a,,C’a,~‘t-Frl C C . 
By induction, we deduce that gC’g - ’ C C or tCt - ’ according as E’ = - 1 or 1. This 
in turn implies that A decomposes with respect to C or tCt_‘, which contradicts 
our hypothesis. Cl 
Lemma 5. Let G = A *e t, with C nonascending in G, and let H be a subgroup of 
G containing C. If H is contained in a conjugate of A, then there is a g in G such 
that H CgAg-’ and gCg_’ = C or gtCt-‘g-’ = C. 
Proof. By the hypothesis, there is an element g in G such that H C gAg_‘. Write 
g = aoff ‘a, l l - tFtia,, in reduced form. Since a,,Aa,y ’ = A, we may assume a,, = 1. 
As C C H, we have that g-kg C A. Hence, for every c in C, the element 
t -Fn . . . a~lC_‘la~‘cQofFlal . . . tEn 
is in A. By the same argument as in Lemma 1, we have g-‘Cg = C or tCt_‘. 0 
We are now ready to state and prove our uniqueness theorem for HNN 
decompositions of a group. 
Theorem 6. Let G = A *c t, and suppose 
( 1) C is nontrivial; 
(2) A is finitely generated; 
(3) A is indecomposable with respect o C and tCt - ‘. 
Let G = A’ Q, s, and suppose 
(4) C’ is a subgroup of a conjugate of C; 
(5 ) C’ is nonascending in G. 
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Then there is a g in G such that (A’. C’) = (gAg_‘, gCg_‘) or (A’, SC’S_‘) = 
( gAg - ‘, gCg - ’ ). Moreover, if C’ C C, one can choose g as above such that 
gcg-’ = C or SCS - ‘, respectively. 
Proof. The following argument shows that we may assume C’ C C. By the 
hypothesis, there exists an element h in G such that C’ C hCh-‘. Conjugating C 
by h gives rise to the HNN decomposition G = h-‘A’h *,,-lc,12 It% with 
h- 'C'h C C. Moreover, h- 'C'h is nonascending in G, since C’ is nonascending 
in G. If the1.e is a g in G such that (h-‘A’h, h-‘C’h) = (gAg_‘, gCg_‘) 
or (h-‘A’h, h-‘SC’s_‘h) = (gAg_‘, gCg_‘), then (A’, C’) = (hgAg-‘h-‘, 
hgCg-‘h-l) or (A’, SC’S_‘) = (hgAg-‘h-‘, hgCg_‘h-‘). Thus we may assume 
C’ c c. 
Assume first that C’ = 1. Then G = A’ * (s). If A is infinite cyclic, then 
A = (a), C = (a”), and G = (a, t; ta’t-’ = a” ), which is indecomposable with 
respect to free products. Hence A is not infinite cyclic. By (3), A is indecompos- 
able with respect to free products. Hence A is a subgroup of a conjugate of A’, 
and so there is g in G such that A C gA’g_‘. Let AR = g-‘Ag. Then Ag C A’. 
Now assume C’ # 1. As A is indecomposable with respect to C and tCt-‘, we 
have that A is indecomposable with respect to (G, C) by Lemma 4. As C’ is a 
subgroup of C, we deduce that A is indecomposable with respect to (G, C’). AS 
G = A’*=, with C’ # 1, and A is a subgroup of G containing C’, we deduce from 
Lemma 3, that A is a subgroup of a conjugate of A’. This in turn implies, by 
Lemma 5, that there is a g in C such that A C gA’g_’ and gC’g_’ = C’ or 
)&s-‘g-1 = C’. As C’C C, we have that 
Cr = g-‘C’g C g-‘Cg = Cg or SC’S_’ = g-‘C’g C g-'Cg = Cg . 
In either case C’ = 1 or C’ # 1, we have Ag C A’ and either C’ C C” or SC’S_’ C 
P. 
Conjugate G = A q t by g to get G = AR *CR r with stable letter r = g-‘tg. 
Write r = aOsF’al l l l sFna, in reduced form with respect to the HNN decomposi- 
tion A’ *=, s. As G is generated by Ag and r, and Ag C A’, the element r is not in 
A’, and so n L: 1. Moreover, cy=, E; is nonzero, since otherwise killing A’ would 
kill Ag and r, and therefore A and t, and hence G, which is impossible. 
Next observe that rCRr-’ C AR C A’. Hence, for each c in Cg, the element 
is in A’. Let r’ = ai ‘r. By the same argument, as in the proof of Lemma 4, we 
have that r’C”r;’ C C’ or SC’S_‘. We now consider the four cases: 
Case 1: C’ C Cg and r,Cgr;’ C C’. In this case, 
r,C’r;’ C r,C’r;’ C C' , 
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which in turn implies that r’ C'r, ’ = C’, since C’ is nonascending in G. Hence we 
have 
C’ = r,C’r,’ c r,C”r,’ c C’ . 
Therefore, r,C’r;’ = r,C%;‘, and so C’ = Cg. Hence C = gC’g_’ = C’. 
Case 2: C’ C C” and r,C”r;’ C SC’S_‘. In this case, 
r,c’r;’ c rpr;’ csC’s_’ , 
which implies that r,C’r,’ = K’s_‘, since C’ is nonascending in G. Hence we 
have 
SC’S_’ = rpr;’ c r,Cgr,’ c SC’S_’ .
Therefore, r,C’r;’ = r,C”r,‘, and so C’ = C”. Hence C = gC’g = C’. 
Case 3: K’s_’ C C” and r,Csr,’ C C’. In this case, 
r’sc’s-‘r;’ c rpr;’ c C’ , 
which implies that 
r’sc’s-‘r,’ = r,cgr;’ = C’ , 
since C’ is nonascending in G. Hence we have K’s_’ = C”. Therefore, C = 
gsCY’g-’ = C’. 
Case 4: SC’S_’ C CR and r,C%;’ C SC’S_‘. In this case, 
r’sc’s-‘r;’ c rpr;’ c SC’S_’ ,
which implies that 
r,sC’s-5;’ = rpr;’ = SC’S_’ .
Hence we have SC’S_’ = Cg. Therefore, C = gsC’s-‘g-’ = C’. 
We now have A” C A’, and C = C’, and the four cases: 
Case 1: Cs = C and r,Cr,’ = C. 
Case 2: C” = C and r,Cr,’ = sCs-‘. 
Case 3: Cg = sCs-’ and r C”r;’ = C. 
Case 4: C” = sCs-’ and &Li = scs-‘. 
Observe that Case 3 reduces to Case 2 when we replace C by SC.? and s by 
S - ‘. Likewise Case 4 reduces to Case 1. Thus we only have to consider Cases 1 
and 2. 
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We want to show that A” = A’. On the contrary, suppose a’ is an element or 
A’ - A’. Write a’ = b,,rslb, - - - r’,.b,,, in reduced form in A” + r. Then m 1 1, 
since a’ is not in A”. Observe that after substituting r = a/a, l - l sFf,a,, in the 
reduced form for a’ in A” * c‘s r, we obtain a reduced form for a’ in A’ fc s of 
length at least m by the same argument as in Theorem 2, which is a contradiction, 
since a’ is in A’. Thus AR = A’. 0 
Theorem 7. Let G = A *c t, and suppose 
( 1) C is nontrivial; 
(2) A is finitely generated; 
(3) A is indecomposable with respect to C and tCt - ‘. 
Let G = A, + B’ with A, # C, # B,, and suppose 
(4) C is a subgroup of a conjugate of C; 
(5) C is nonascending in G. 
Then C and tCt- ’ are conjugate in A, and there is an s in G such that G = A *‘. s 
with SCS-’ = C, and G = A =+ B with B = ( C, s) . Moreover, there is a g in G such 
that either 
(A’, C’, B,) = (gAg-‘, gCg_‘, gBg_‘) or (gBg_‘, gCg_‘, gAg_‘) . 
Furthermore, if C’ C C, one can choose g as above so that gCg_l = C. 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 6, we may assume, without loss of generality, 
that C’ C C. Assume first that C’ = 1. Then G = A’ * B’. If A is infinite cyclic, 
then A = (a), C = (a”), and G = (a, t; ta,Y’ = a’,,) which is indecomposable 
with respect to free products. Hence A is not infinite cyclic. By (3) A is 
indecompnsable with respect to free products. Hence A is a subgroup of a 
conjugate of A’ or 3’. 
Now assume C’ # 1. By Lemma 4, we have that A is indecomposable with 
respect to (G, C). As C’ C C, we have that A is indecomposable with respect to 
(G, C’). By Lemma 3, we have that A is contained in a conjugate of A’ or B’. 
Thus, in either case C’ = 1 or C’ # 1, we have that A is contained in a conjugate 
of A’ or B’. Withn+ .,yu~ loss of generality, we may assume A C gA’g_’ for some g in 
G. Let Ag = g-‘Ag. Then A” C A’. By Lemma 4 of [2], we may assume that 
gc’g-’ = C’. Then C’ C CR. 
Conjugate G = A Q. t by g to get G = A” *cC‘R r with stable letter r = g-‘tg. 
Write r=g,g,.** g,, in reduced form in A’ *cS B’. Since G is generated by AS and 
r, we have that r i ,s not in A’. Hence if g,, is in A’, then n > 1. Next observe that 
rCKr-’ C Ag C A’. 
Hence, for each c in C”, the element g, g, . . l g,,cg,i ’ . . . g, ’ is in A’. Hence we 
must have g,, C’gi ’ C C’. Therefore, 
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gtri ‘1’ zg’pg,;’ c C’ . 
As C’ is nonascending in G, we have that g,$?g,~’ = C’, and therefore C’ = C”. 
Hence C = gC’g_’ = C’, and C = C”. By induction, we deduce that g, . . . 
g,cg,’ . . . g;’ = & and either g, is in A’ or g, is in B’ and g, Cg i ’ = C. If g,, is in 
As, then, by Theorem 2, we may replace r by rg,, ’ , since g,, Cgi ’ = c. Hence, we 
may assume g,, is not in A s. Moreover, if g, is in As, then, by Theorem 2, we may 
replace r by g ;‘r. Hence, we may assume g, is not in A”. As C = C” = C’, we 
shall write A’ *= B’ instead of A’ *cn B’ and A” *c r instead of A” *cR r. 
We want to show that As = A’. On the contrary, let a’ be in element of 
A’ - AS. Write a’ = aOrFla, l l l rEnla,,, in reduced form in A” *ic r. Then m 2 1, 
since a’ is not in A”. By replacing a’ with ai’a’a,’ , we may assume a, = 1 = a,. 
Then m > 1, since r is not in A’. We claim that after substituting r = g,g, . l . g,, in 
the reduced form for a’ in As Q IY, -we obtain a reduced form for a’ in A’ tc B ’ of 
length at least m. There are several cases to consider depending on the values of 
the exponents q and q+’ of r. 
Assume first that (q, q+ ‘) = (- 1,l). Then after the substitution for r, we have 
a’ = - l - g;‘a,g, l - l _ 
This expression can be reduced only if g ;'a, g, is in C. But then ai would be in 
g,Cgl’ = rCr_’ contrary to the fact that r-lair is reduced. 
Assume next that (Ei, &i+, ) = (1, -1). Then after the substitution for r, we have 
a’ = - l l g,,a,g,’ - l - _ 
This expression can be reduced only if g,,aigi’ is in C. But then ai would be in 
g,i’Cg,, = C contrary to that fact that rair-’ is reduced. 
Assume next that (&i, q+ i ) = (1,l). Then after the substitution for r, we have 
a’=-•-g,-•-g,,a,g,-•-gn-•-_ 
Since g, and g, are not in As, this expression can be reduced only if g,,aigr is in C. 
If this happens, then the r-exponent sum of g,, in As *c r is minus the r-exponent 
sum of g, in A”*,. r. Since the r-exponent sum of r = g, l l l g,, is one, less than 
half of the g,‘S will reduce out. Likewise, we can <Yaw, the same conclusion when 
( Ei, Ei+, ) = (- 1, - 1). Therefore, we obtain a reduced form for a’ of length at 
least m 2 2, which is a contradiction. Therefore, As = A’. 
Next observe that g, Cg, ’ = rCr_’ C A’, and so g, Cg ;’ = C, since g, is in B’. 
Therefore, rCr - ’ = C. Let s = grg-‘. Then G = A*,s, and SC.? = C. Let 
B= (C,s>. Then G=A*,B. 
Now let 6’ be an element of B’ - C. Write b’ = bOPbl l l l rFmb,,, in reduced 
form in A’ Q r. Then m 2 1, since b’ is not in A’. Observe that after substituting 
r=g, -* . g,, in the reduced form for b’ in A’ *(. r. we obtain a reduced form for b’ 
in A’ *(. B’ of length at least 171 by the same argument as before. Hence r71 = 1. 
an31 therefo7.e N = 1. Hence r is in B’ and b,, and b, are in C. Thus B’ = ( C. r) . 
Hence Bh’ = B’. Thus (A”, C”, B”) = (A’, C’, B’). 
Finally, observe for our original r = g- ‘tg. we have that rCr- , = g, Cg;, with 
either g, in A” or g, in B’ and g,Cg,’ = C. Hence rCY’ and C are conjugate in 
A”. Therefore, tCt- ’ and C are conjugate in A. Cl 
Corollary 8. Let G = A *c. t, with C # 1, and suppose A is finitely generated and 
indecomposable with respect to C and tCt- ‘. Then G is indecomposable with 
respect to free products. Cl 
As an application of Theorems 6 and 7, we prove the following splitting 
theorem for a 3-manifold along a nonseparating annulus: 
Theorem 9. Let M be a compact, orientable, irreducible 3manifold. and suppose 
(1) q(M) = A *c. t; 
(2) C is infkite cyclic; 
(3) A is indecomposable with respect to C and tCt-,. 
Then there exists a properly embedded, essential, nonseparating annulus F in M 
such that if N is the compact submanifold of M obtained by cutting M along F, then 
there is an element y in q(M) such that (n,(N), q(F)) = (yAy -‘, yCy -, ). 
Proof. First observe that A is finitely generated, since q(M) and C are finitely 
generated. By Lemma 1.1 in [3], there exists a properly embedded, essential, 
two-sided surface F irl M such that q(F) is conjugate to a subgroup of C. 
Assume first that F does not separate M. Then cutting M along F gives rise to a 
compact submanifold N such that q(M) = q(N)*n,,r,~. If r,(F) = 1, then 
q(M) is a free product, which is impossible, since q(M) is indecomposable with 
respect to free products by Corollary 8. Hence q (F) is nontrivial, and therefore 
F is an annulus. Hence n,(F) in nonascending in ?r, (M) by Schalen’s Theorem 
[4]. By Theorem 6, there is an element y in q(M) such that (yAy -,, yCy -‘) = 
(r,(N), q(F)) or (q(N), sq(F)s-‘). In the latter case, replace _ic by its 
duplicate F, obtained by cutting M along F. Then F, is parallel to F in M and 
?r,(F,) = sq(F)s-’ in q(N). 
Now assume F separates M into compact submanifolds M, and M, intersecting 
along F. By the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 2 of [2], we have that 
F is an annulus, and 
4w = dw *a,(F) 4%) 
is a nontrivial amalgamated product. By Theorem 7, we have that C and tCt ’ are 
conjugate in A, and there is an s in q(M) such that q(M) = A *(. s, with 
(12 M. Lim. J.G. Rntclifftp 
KS-! = C, and if B=(C.s). then G = A *<. B. Moreover. we can reindex M, 
and R&. if necessary. so that (q(M,). z,(F). n,(M,)) is to conjugate to 
(A. C, B) in q(M). 
No\v M, and M, are irreducible, since F is incompressible. Let .I- be a generator 
of c. Then B = (x, S; SXS- * = AT’), where E = 1 or - 1. Therefore, M, is an 
I-bundle over a surface S, which is either a torus or a Klein bottle by Theorem 
10.6 of [ 11. As M, is orientable. M, is either S x I or 3 twisted I-bundle over a 
Klein bottle. Hence iGl, is either one or two tori. Moreover, projection along the 
I-factor induces a two-fold covering K : ah!, 3 S. Let K be the core simple closed 
curve of F. Then K corresponds to s in C. Consequently. we can rearrange the 
I-bundle structure of M,. if necessary. so that K maps F homeomorphically onto 
an annulus in S. 
Let K, be a simple closed curve in S parallel and disjoint from u(F), and let F2 
be the I-bundle over K,. Then & is a properly embedded annulus in M,, whose 
boundary K - '(K,) is disjoint from F. Moreover. F2 is essential in M,, since 
n,(6) = q (F) in V, (M,). and the components of 8 F2 lie in different components 
of S4, if S is a torus. or are oppositely oriented if S is a Klein bottle. 
Furthermore. & does not separate M,, since K, does not separate S. Therefore, 
F2 is a properly embedded. essential, nonseparating annulus in M. Now let N2 be 
the compact submanifold of M obtained by cutting M along F2, then q (M, ) = 
q(N,) in q(M). Hence (q(N2). ?r,(F,)) is conjugate to (A, C) in m,(M). 0 
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